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Ukraine set for 20 million pax in 2018
as visa-free travel helps grow traffic
Ukraine is the largest country located entirely in Europe, being
around 10% bigger than mainland France. However, with a
population of around 45 million people it ranks behind
Germany, Turkey, France, UK, Italy and Spain. Last year, the
airports under Ukraine control handled approximately 16.5
million passengers, which was up 27% compared to the figure
for 2016. This was helped by the implementation in June 2017
of visa-free travel for Ukrainian citizen with biometric passports
to many European countries, namely the 26 current members
of the Schengen area. This includes Iceland, Norway and
Switzerland, which are non-EU countries, but does not include
the UK and Ireland, which are EU members. Ukrainians can now
visit these countries for a maximum of 90 days in a 180-day
period.
Anyone wanting to visit Ukraine from Europe (as well as the US,
Canada and several South American countries) does not need a
visa for visiting Ukraine for up to 90 days in a 180-day period.

million. This suggests that by the end of the year the country’s
airports may have handled 20 million passengers. Kiev’s main
airport at Boryspil is reporting traffic growth of 17%, while the
capital’s other airport at Zhulyany (recently named in honour of
Igor Sikorsky) has seen passenger numbers surge by 57%. At
Lviv traffic is up 47%, while Kharkiv is reporting growth of 18%.
At Odessa, the airport handled its one millionth passenger on 5
September this year, compared with 23 October in 2017.
Qatar Airways arrives, Alitalia & Adria Airways return in 2017
The relaxation of the visa regulations has clearly stimulated
demand significantly. In May 2017, Alitalia resumed daily flights
from Rome FCO to Kiev (it last operated to Ukraine in
September 2014) with Qatar Airways launching daily flights
from Doha to Kiev KBP on 17 August. Emirates briefly served
Kiev KBP in 2014 but its sister airline flydubai has been serving
the Ukrainian capital since 2011. Two other carriers new to
Ukraine in S17, according to FlightGlobal schedules data, were
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In this issue of The ANKER Report we
look in more detail at the rapidly
growing market in Ukraine which is
now even served by Ryanair.
We examine Aer Lingus, Norwegian
and Sky Express, and analyse the
evolution of traffic in Helsinki. Plus
detailed analyses of the London-Vienna
and France-Caribbean markets.
There are also seven country profile
snapshots and a detailed look at new
routes launched in the last fortnight by
nine carriers across Europe.

Traffic recovers after events of 2014

The country’s air traffic is dominated by Kiev Boryspil Airport
which has consistently accounted for between 60% and 70% of
the country’s total commercial air passenger movements.
Ralph Anker Traffic across all airports grew from just over five million in
ralph@anker-report.com 2004 to almost 15 million in 2013. However, conflict with
Russia meant that in 2014 the airport serving Donetsk was
rendered unusable for commercial services while the
annexation of Crimea by Russia resulted in Simferopol Airport
no longer being under Ukrainian control. The conflict took its
toll on other airports in Ukraine as well, resulting in passenger
traffic falling by almost 30% in 2014 to 10.7 million passengers.
After a further slight reduction in 2015, passenger numbers
have picked up significantly, by almost 20% in 2016 and 27% in
2017. According to Ukrainian government statistics passenger
numbers are up 24% in the first nine months of 2018 to 15.6
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Georgian Airways (with flights from Tbilisi to both Kiev airports)
and Nouvelair Tunisie (connecting Monastir and Kiev IEV).
Georgian Airways had previously operated flights between
Tbilisi and Odessa until the end of 2015.
Another airline returning to Ukraine in 2017 was Adria Airways,
which resumed flights between Ljubljana and Kiev KBP in
October 2017, having last served the market in August 2011.
However, the airline’s aircraft had been used subsequently to
operate flights on behalf of Nordica from Tallinn between
November 2015 and November 2016.
Many new carriers in 2018
This year has seen many more airlines arrive or return to the
Ukrainian market. For most airlines this has just been a single
route; such as Air Malta (to Malta
from 19 June), Air Moldova (to continues on page 10
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Aer Lingus grows North American network at Dublin from four routes
in 2013 to 15 in 2019; replacing CityJet on London LCY route in W18
Aer Lingus in recent years has focussed its network
expansion on the North American market. From offering
just four US routes (Boston, Chicago, New York JFK and
Orlando) from Dublin as recently as 2013, the Irish flagcarrier this summer served 12 destinations in the US as
well as Toronto in Canada. The new North American
routes are Hartford, Los Angeles, Miami, New York EWR,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle-Tacoma, Toronto
and Washington. In a few cases these were actually
route resumptions. The pattern is set to continue into
2019 as the airline has already announced plans to start
service to Minneapolis-St. Paul (daily from 8 July) and
Montreal (daily from 8 August).
Dublin ASKs up 42% since 2015
Between S15 and S18 Aer Lingus’s Dublin network has
shown a net growth of just three routes, from 78 to 81.
However, between 2015 and 2018 the airline saw a 9%
increase in annual flights, a 14% increase in the number
of seats and a massive 42% increase in ASKs driven by
the addition of many new long-haul services, notably to
the US.
UK network continues to evolve
While the airline’s US network has seen phenomenal
growth in recent years, the UK market has seen some
comings and goings. Cardiff, Doncaster Sheffield and East
Midlands routes were all suspended at the end of the
S16 season. The last two of these had only been
launched in S15. Flybe had launched service on the
Cardiff route in June 2015 and began Doncaster Sheffield
service in October 2016.
Aer Lingus had resumed Liverpool service in W15 but
terminated the route in early January 2017. Liverpool
and East Midlands are both routes that Ryanair has been
serving for many years. Prior to these cuts Aer Lingus
had already pulled off other UK routes to Blackpool,
Bournemouth and London SEN. However, UK routes to
Leeds Bradford (launched in October 2014) and
Newquay (May 2015) have been more successful and
continue to operate.
This winter will see Aer Lingus begin service to London
LCY flying 6-daily on weekdays, using Avro RJ85s flown
by CityJet. Previously CityJet operated the route in its
own colours.
Scandinavian suspensions
In continental Europe Aer Lingus has, since 2014,
dropped routes to Copenhagen (served by Norwegian,
Ryanair and SAS), Stockholm ARN (served by Norwegian
and SAS) and Warsaw WAW (Ryanair serves Warsaw
WMI). The airline has confirmed to The ANKER Report
that Murcia (MJV) will not be served next summer as the
airport is set to close and be replaced by Murcia (RMU).
Stuttgart flights are also not yet on sale for next summer.

Aer Lingus’s summer network changes from Dublin 2005-2019
Year

Non-stop summer destinations added

Non-stop summer destinations dropped

2005

7 - Budapest, Hamburg, Liverpool, Marseille, Milan BGY, Naples, Seville

4 - Boston, Forli, Milan MXP, Palma de Mallorca

2006

8 - Almeria, Bordeaux, Dubai, Krakow, Palma de Mallorca, Poznan, Rennes, Riga

1 - Copenhagen

2007

7 - Athens, Boston, Milan MXP, Newcastle, Santiago de Compostela, Vilnius, Washington IAD

5 - Almeria, Bristol, Liverpool, Milan BGY, Valencia

2008

10 - Bourgas, Bucharest, Copenhagen, Gran Canaria, Helsinki, Ibiza, Lanzarote, London LGW,
Orlando, San Francisco

4 - Dubai, Newcastle, Poznan, Seville

2009

2 - Catania, Sofia

3 - Copenhagen, Los Angeles, Riga

2010

5 - Blackpool, Cardiff, Doncaster Sheffield, Durham Tees Valley, Fuerteventura,

3 - San Francisco, Sofia, Washington IAD

2011

5 - Aberdeen, Bristol, Izmir, Perpignan, Stuttgart

3 - Doncaster Sheffield, Durham Tees Valley, Shannon

2012

6 - Bournemouth, Isle Of Man, Kerry, London SEN, Stockholm ARN, Verona

2013

2 - Copenhagen, Corfu

3 - Bucharest, Krakow, Vilnius

2014

5 - Hannover, Newcastle, Pula, San Francisco, Toronto

1 - Helsinki

2015

8 - Agadir, Doncaster Sheffield, Donegal, East Midlands, Leeds Bradford, Nantes, Newquay,
Washington IAD

5 - Blackpool, Bournemouth, Hannover, London SEN, Stockholm ARN

2016

8 - Berlin TXL, Hartford, Liverpool, Los Angeles, Montpellier, Murcia, New York EWR, Pisa

5 - Agadir, Berlin SXF, Copenhagen, Fuerteventura, Ibiza

2017

3 - Fuerteventura, Miami, Split

4 - Cardiff, Doncaster Sheffield, East Midlands, Liverpool

2018

2 - Philadelphia, Seattle-Tacoma

1 - Warsaw WAW

2019

3 - London LCY, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Montreal

2 - Murcia, Stuttgart*

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for May-September for 2004-2019. *Not currently showing in schedule data for S19. May still operate.
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Baltics: Double-digit growth in September in Latvia and
Lithuania but not Estonia. LOT Polish Airlines operates
flights on behalf of Nordica but its capacity is down
slightly while Aeroflot, airBaltic, Ryanair and Wizz Air are
all reporting healthy growth in the region.
Croatia: Passenger numbers were up almost 10% in

The ANKER Report

September, with Pula (+22%) leading the way. Flagcarrier Croatia Airlines showed only modest 2% capacity
growth with easyJet, Jet2.com and Lufthansa driving
capacity growth among airlines.
France: Both of Paris’s two main airports reported
passenger growth of 4.8% in September, slightly below
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the national average of just under 6%. All the top 12
airports registered growth, with Bordeaux and Nantes
both reporting traffic up 12%. Airline seat capacity was
up less than 4%, suggesting improved load factors.
Within the Air France Group, Transavia seats were up
24%, HOP! was up 3% while Air France was unchanged.
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Helsinki set to reach 20 million passenger mark in 2018; easyJet,
flydubai and Pobeda new this year as Finnair, Norwegian grow fast
Last year Helsinki served 18.9 million passengers, an
increase of almost 10% on the previous year. This meant
that its share of the Finnish air travel market was a
massive 83%. The next busiest airport in the country of
5.5 million people was Oulu, which handled just over
920,000 passengers. In 2016 Oulu had served over one
million passengers but runway maintenance work
resulted in the airport’s closure for several weeks in the
summer of 2017.
Norwegian base in 2011
The fastest growth at Helsinki in recent years was in
2011 when demand jumped by just over 15%. This
coincided with Norwegian making the airport a base at
the start of the S11 season and launching 11 new routes
to complement the existing services from Oslo and
Stockholm ARN which it had launched the previous
summer.
Another airline that (briefly) made Helsinki a base was
Sterling. It launched seven routes at the start of S06 but
dropped them all by 13 August, after less than five
months. Another short-lived operation was that of Flying
Finn, a local carrier that began service in March 2003
and offered eight domestic routes as well as London STN
and Stockholm ARN before collapsing in January 2004.
Passengers up 11% in 2018
Following on from the airport’s impressive growth in
2017, passenger numbers are up 11.2% in the first nine
months of this year, which suggests the airport is well on
course to smash through the 20 million passenger mark
before Christmas. Seasonality is not as great as at many
other European airports with the peak month of July
only being around 30-35% busier than the quietest
month of February.
However, after double-digit growth in every month from
April 2017 to August 2018, passenger traffic was up just
7% in September 2018.
Finnair dominates with two-thirds of capacity
The national carrier (and oneworld member) Finnair
dominates at Helsinki, accounting for 67% of scheduled
seat capacity in 2018, well ahead of its nearest rival
Norwegian, which has 14%. Finnair has used Helsinki’s
geographic location as a focus for attracting connecting
traffic to Asia. The airline offers flights to 21 destinations
in Asia, six of which are in China and four in Japan. In
addition it also serves the major Asian cities of Bangkok,
Hong Kong, Seoul and Singapore.
New routes launched by Finnair in 2018 (some of which
have been served previously) include Bergen, Lisbon,
Minsk, Nanjing and Stuttgart. Lyon will be added this
winter, while next summer will see the addition of
Hannover and Los Angeles. The latter will become only
the fifth US city served by Finnair after Chicago, Miami,
New York JFK and San Francisco. No US carriers serve
Helsinki and Norwegian offers no US routes from the
Finnish capital.
Norwegian’s capacity growth of 23% at Helsinki in 2018
has been mainly driven by frequency increases on
existing routes. Only Krakow was launched as a new
route in S18 with Agadir, Gdansk and Tel Aviv set to
launch at the start of W18/19.
easyJet returns, flydubai and Pobeda arrive
Back in March, easyJet returned to Helsinki with a 2-daily
service from Berlin TXL, a former airberlin route. easyJet
last served Helsinki in June 2011 from London LGW,
Manchester and Paris CDG.
In recent weeks the airport has welcomed two more
new airlines; Pobeda began daily flights to Moscow VKO
on 5 October, followed by flydubai introducing daily
service to Dubai DXB on 11 October. Aeroflot (3-daily)
and Finnair (3-daily) already serve Moscow SVO while
Qatar Airways began daily service from Doha on 10
October 2016 before going to 2-daily in mid-December
2017.
Among the airport’s top 15 country markets in 2018, the
fastest-growing are Russia (+42%), Greece (+39%) and
Spain (+24%). Three long-haul markets (shown in red)
make the top 15, though the US ranks only 19th. In
volume terms the domestic market, Sweden and Spain
have seen the biggest increases in seat capacity in 2018.
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Norway: September traffic was up less than 3% across
Norway’s airports, though the country’s busiest airport
at Oslo OSL saw growth of 3.5%. SAS and Norwegian are
still evenly matched for Norwegian seat capacity.
Sweden: Passenger numbers were down just over 2% in
September with only Stockholm NYO reporting growth
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among the Top 5 airports. The main issue has been the
introduction of an air travel tax in the country, launched
in April, and apparently supported by residents.
Switzerland: The three main airports in Switzerland
combined saw traffic grow by 5% in September, with
Basel managing double-digit growth. Four of the Top 9
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airlines registered capacity reductions but SWISS (+6%)
and easyJet (+9%) recorded solid growth.
Turkey: Turkish traffic was up just 4.5% in September
with both Istanbul airports growing by less than 5%.
Antalya and Dalaman registered growth of 18% as the
country’s two major airlines reported only modest gains.
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Norwegian increasingly reliant on US market even in winter; London
Gatwick is #1 airport for ASKs followed by Oslo and Stockholm
While industry analysts continue to argue over the longterm sustainability of its business model, Norwegian
continues to grow its network, especially in the long-haul
market. This year it has launched over 20 new routes, of
which 10 were between Europe and the US, as well as
the introduction of long-haul flights to Argentina from
London LGW on 14 February.
As a result, the US is now Norwegian’s biggest country in
terms of ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) which is a
better proxy for revenue than seats. In 2018 Q3
Norwegian’s flights grew by 9%, its seat capacity by 11%,
but ASKs by over 32%. In 2017 Q3, Norway was still the
airline’s leading country market for ASKs but has now
been overtaken not only by the US but also by Spain.
Norwegian’s other two Scandinavian markets of Sweden
and Denmark rank fifth and sixth behind the fastgrowing UK market where ASKs are up just over 50%.
Two other non-European countries (shown in red) also
make the Top 15 with Argentina and Singapore new in at
#14 and #15 respectively. Sadly, the airline’s Singapore
service from London LGW, which launched in September
2017 is set to end in mid-January 2019.
UK-US market accounts for one-sixth of ASKs
Looking at country-pairs, the UK-US is by far the biggest
for Norwegian, accounting for 16% of the airline’s total
ASKs, twice as many as the next biggest country-pair,
France-US, which has 7%. Norway-Spain and Spain-US
both represent around 6% of the airline’s total ASKs.
This summer Norwegian operated 10 US routes from
London LGW, with Austin and Chicago (both launched in
March 2018) the latest additions. In addition the carrier
served New York SWF and Providence from both Belfast
BFS and Edinburgh. Sadly, these four routes will all have
been suspended by the start of S19.
London LGW leapfrogs Oslo and Stockholm
In 2017 Q3 Norwegian’s top three airports for ASKs were
Oslo, Stockholm and London LGW. A year later the UK
airport is now the clear leader having seen its ASKs grow
by 73%. Four US airports make the Top 15 led by Los
Angeles (+73%) in fifth place, New York JFK (+44%),
Oakland (+74%) and New York EWR (+596%).
Of the airline’s three main Scandinavian hubs,
Copenhagen (+14%) is growing faster than Stockholm
(+6%) and Oslo (+5%). Within Europe and outside of the
Nordic nations, the next biggest airports after Gatwick
are Barcelona, Paris CDG, Malaga, Rome FCO, Madrid
and Alicante.
2019 Q1 ASKs still up 28%
Looking ahead to the first quarter of 2019, which is
arguably the toughest season for European airlines to
make money, a similar analysis of ASK data reveals that
the US and London LGW are still leading the way. Total
flights are up 18% compared with 2018 Q1, seats are up
19% and ASKs are up 28%.
Among the Top 15 country markets Thailand, UAE and
the Netherlands replace Greece, Croatia and Singapore.
The US market is now only growing by 35%, not much
more than the 31% growth in the Spanish market. The
UK is up a relatively modest and below average 18%,
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while Denmark (+13%) again outperforms Norway (+9%)
and Sweden (+2%).
At an airport level Gatwick still leads, followed by the
three main Scandinavian hubs with New York JFK passing
Los Angeles for fifth place. Popular winter sun
destinations Gran Canaria and Fort Lauderdale replace
Oakland and Alicante in the Top 15 for airport ASKs.
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Hamilton, Krabi and Tampa to welcome Norwegian
Looking ahead, Krabi in Thailand will become a new
destination this winter, Tampa will become Norwegian’s
next US route from Gatwick at the start of W18/19, with
Hamilton becoming the airline’s first destination in
Canada from Europe when daily service from Dublin
begins on 31 March 2019 using 737 MAX 8s.
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Market between London and Vienna still evolving with Laudamotion
& LEVEL new for 2018 as Eurowings and Flybe opt out for W18/19
Between 2004 and 2014 the market between London
and Vienna grew by just 26%, representing average
growth of just 2.3% per annum. In 2014 The market was
shared between Austrian Airlines and British Airways
offering multiple daily flights from Heathrow and
easyJet’s 11-weekly service from Gatwick. easyJet had
begun serving Vienna from Gatwick in 2009, replacing its
own Luton service which had operated since W07/08.
Niki had operated flights to Stansted from W04/05 to
May 2007.
31% growth between 2014 and 2016
The arrival of Eurowings and additional routes from
British Airways and easyJet resulted in the market
growing an impressive 31% in just two years before
stabilising in 2017 despite the addition of Flybe services
from Southend.
Laudamotion (serving Stansted) and LEVEL (serving
Gatwick) have both entered the market in 2018 but this
has resulted in both Eurowings (from Stansted) and
Flybe (from Southend) suspending their services for this
winter.
In S18 the flag-carriers were offering 62 weekly flights
compared with 46 weekly flights for all other carriers. In
W18/19 the corresponding figures are 46 and 34 which
compares with 59 and 24 in W17/18.

Evolution of carriers and frequencies on London - Vienna market
Season

Flag-carriers (London airport, weekly frequency)

LCCs & Others (London airport, weekly frequency)

S14

Austrian Airlines (LHR, 28), British Airways (LHR, 34)

easyJet (LGW, 11)

S15

Austrian Airlines (LHR, 28), British Airways (LHR, 34)

easyJet (LGW, 13)

S16

Austrian Airlines (LHR, 28), British Airways (LHR, 34 and LGW, 6)

easyJet (LGW, 13 and LTN, 4), Eurowings (STN, 7)

W16/17

Austrian Airlines (LHR, 20), British Airways (LHR, 27 and LGW, 3)

easyJet (LGW, 10 and LTN, 4), Eurowings (STN, 7)

S17

Austrian Airlines (LHR, 28), British Airways (LHR, 34)

easyJet (LGW, 13 and LTN, 4), Eurowings (STN, 6), Flybe (SEN, 3)

W17/18

Austrian Airlines (LHR, 20), British Airways (LHR, 34 and LGW, 5)

easyJet (LGW, 13 and LTN, 3), Eurowings (STN, 6), Flybe (SEN, 2)

S18

Austrian Airlines (LHR, 28), British Airways (LHR, 34)

easyJet (LGW, 18 and LTN, 4), Eurowings (STN, 6), Flybe (SEN, 4), LEVEL (LGW, 14)

W18/19

Austrian Airlines (LHR, 20), British Airways (LHR, 26)

easyJet (LGW, 11 and LTN, 2), Laudamotion (STN, 14), LEVEL (LGW, 7)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for February (winter seasons) and August (summer seasons).
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air India resumed service between Mumbai and
Frankfurt on 16 October with the launch of 4-weekly
flights using 787-8s. The Indian flag-carrier last flew the
route in October 2010. Lufthansa already links the two
cities with daily flights. This is Air India’s second route to
Frankfurt as it already serves the German airport from
its Delhi hub with daily flights. While Air India serves 10
European airports non-stop from Delhi, this is only its
second European route from Mumbai. The other route is
a daily service to London LHR. Air India’s only other new
route to Europe in 2018 was its Amritsar to Birmingham
service which began on 20 February.

50% of the market ahead of Ukraine International
Airlines (43%) and Alitalia (7%).
Pobeda is continuing to grow its network from St.
Petersburg. On 11 October the Russian LCC began 3weekly service to Milan BGY followed by 4-weekly
service to London STN on 12 October. Neither route
faces direct competition, though Aeroflot offers 9weekly flights between St. Petersburg and Milan MXP,
while Aeroflot and British Airways both fly daily to
London LGW and London LHR respectively. Pobeda’s
other international routes from St. Petersburg this
winter include Cologne Bonn, Pisa and Tbilisi.

Brussels Airlines now serves Ukraine. On 17 October the
Star Alliance member began 4-weekly (Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays) service between
Brussels BRU and Kiev KBP using A319s, although the
inaugural flight was operated using an A320 in the “Red
Devils” livery. The 1,860-kilometre route is already flown
8-weekly by Ukraine International Airlines using 737s.
Brussels Airlines becomes the latest European flagcarrier to serve Ukraine’s busiest airport joining Adria
Airways, Aegean Airlines, Air France, Air Malta, Air
Moldova, airBaltic, Austrian Airlines, Belavia, British
Airways, CSA Czech Airlines, KLM, LOT Polish Airlines,
Lufthansa, SWISS and Turkish Airlines.

Ernest Airlines has added two routes between Italy and
Ukraine with the launch on Friday 19 October of service
from Milan MXP and Rome FCO to Kiev IEV. Both routes
clock in at around 1,700 kilometres. The Milan route will
be flown between 2-weekly and 4-weekly and faces no
direct competition while the Rome service operates
between 2-weekly and 3-weekly this winter. However,
the Rome route faces direct competition from Alitalia
which has been operating a daily service since May 2017.
Ernest Airlines already serves the Ukraine capital from
Bologna, Milan BGY and Naples. According to
FlightGlobal schedules data the number of flights
between Ukraine and Italy this winter is up 62%
compared with last winter with Ernest Airlines having

flydubai has launched its longest route yet with the
introduction of daily service from Dubai DXB to Helsinki.
The 4,540-kilometre route began on 11 October using
the LCC’s new 737 MAX 8s. Prague was the carrier’s
longest route until now at 4,470 kilometres. Competition
currently comes from Finnair which serves the market 3weekly with its A321s. Additional competition will come
from Norwegian when it resumes its winter seasonal 6weekly service on 28 October. Indirect competition for
global connections via the Middle East hubs comes from
Qatar Airways which currently offers 2-daily flights
between Doha and the Finnish capital using a mix of
A320s and 787-8s. For more on developments at
Helsinki see page 4.

SAS launched a weekly service between Tampere in
Finland and Malaga on Saturday 13 October. The 3,390kilometre route will be flown using an A320. SAS already
serves Tampere with multiple-daily flights from
Stockholm ARN. SAS now serves Malaga from six
airport, its three major bases in Copenhagen, Oslo OSL
and Stockholm ARN plus Gothenburg, Helsinki and now
Tampere.

SWISS chose Saturday 13 October as the launch date for
its new scheduled charter service from Geneva to
Hurghada in Egypt. The weekly operation on the 3,220kilometre route will face competition from easyJet
which also offers a weekly service. SWISS is using an
Airbus A220 (formerly known as the Bombardier C Series
300) on the route. According to FlightGlobal schedules
data the route will operate until 27 April 2019.
Transavia has launched its first route to Poland from its
base in Eindhoven. On 9 October the LCC began service
on the 1,020-kilometre route to Krakow. Over the winter
period frequency will vary between 2-weekly and 4weekly. This winter Transavia will serve a total of 22
destinations from Eindhoven with Krakow being the
only addition since last winter. The top five routes for
the LCC from the Dutch airport this winter in terms of
flights are Innsbruck, Malaga, Alicante, Prague and
Valencia.

Wizz Air now links Kutaisi in Georgia with Vienna. The
new 2-weekly service was added on 11 October, with
frequency increasing to 3-weekly from the end of
February. There is no competition on the 2,140kilometre route. This brings to 12 the number of
destinations currently served by Wizz Air from Vienna
with several more set to launch in late November and
then another batch in February/March 2019. This winter
Wizz Air will serve 19 destinations from Kutaisi. This will
not include Bucharest, a route which was launched in
July but appears to end on 27 October.

Dropped routes
Ryanair recently announced that it would be closing its
base at Eindhoven starting in early November. Analysis
of the airline’s on-line booking tool (and confirmed by
the latest update in FlightGlobal schedules data)
indicates that only five routes that were planned to
operate this winter have actually been suspended;
Agadir, Bratislava, Murcia, Reus and Riga. That still
leaves Ryanair operating 35 routes from Eindhoven this
winter. Ryanair’s first service to Eindhoven was from
London STN in October 2005 and the Dutch airport
became an aircraft base in April 2013. In S18 the airport
ranked 26th for seat capacity on Ryanair’s network.
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LEVEL is newest airline to connect France and the Caribbean; Air
France still #1 as Guadeloupe and Martinique are main destinations
Capacity between France and the Caribbean is virtually
unchanged this year according to FlightGlobal schedules
data, but that does not mean that the market has seen
no significant developments. Two routes dominate; Paris
to Pointe-a-Pitre in Guadeloupe, and Paris to Fort-deFrance on the island of Martinique. Both Guadeloupe
and Martinique are French overseas territories that are
part of the EU and where the Euro is the local currency.
Both are also located in the Lesser Antilles region on the
eastern edge of the Caribbean. The two territories are
separated geographically by the island of Dominica
which is now independent, but which used to be a
French colony and then a British colony.

for the first time in 2017. The biggest growth of almost
15% came in 2013. Part of this was driven by XL Airways
France virtually doubling its capacity in the market and
Air France increasing its seat offerings by over 25%.
LEVEL becomes fifth major carrier in the market
The main airlines serving the market are Air France
(which accounts for around 46% of the market), Air
Caraïbes (29%), Corsair (16%) and XL Airways France. All
four carriers offer non-stop flights between Paris and
both Pointe-a-Pitre and Fort-de-France. This summer
they have been joined by a fifth carrier, LEVEL.

The two airports serving these territories both saw traffic
growth in 2017. Guadeloupe demand rose by 4.8% to
2.36 million passengers, while Martinique traffic was up
by 4.5% to 1.95 million passengers.

The IAG-owned low-cost carrier began serving Pointe-aPitre with 4-weekly flights on 3 July while service to Fortde-France began on 1 October with 2-weekly flights,
though this rapidly increases to 5-weekly by the end of
November. Curiously, LEVEL’s Paris-based operations,
which are flown by OpenSkies, do not currently appear
in FlightGlobal schedules data.

Between 2004 and 2009 capacity between France and
the Caribbean fell by 15%. However, since 2009 capacity
has grown by 39% and passed two million one-way seats

The majority of the carriers serving the market are based
in mainland France, the exception being Air Caraïbes
which is based in Guadeloupe. It operates local regional

Guadeloupe and Martinique traffic up 5% in 2017
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services but also has six A330s and two virtually brand
new A350-900s which it took delivery of in 2017.
Cuba and Dominican Republic also served
Although dominated by the routes to Guadeloupe and
Martinique, a number of other Caribbean markets are
also served non-stop from France. These include Cuba,
the Dominican Republic, Haiti and St. Maarten in the
Dutch Antilles.
Apart from the new services from LEVEL, analysis of
FlightGlobal schedules data indicates that the biggest
new routes launched in 2018 were an Air France service
between Paris CDG and Pointe-a-Pitre which operated
68 times in the first quarter of 2018, and XL Airways
France offering non-stop service between Lyon and
Pointe-a-Pitre as well as Toulouse and Fort-de-France.
Both of these routes also only operated in the first few
months of 2018.
Although capacity overall in this market is almost flat in
2018, Pointe-a-Pitre and Fort de France capacities are
both up around 7%. However, St. Maarten (down 48%)
and Havana (down 9%) balance this out.
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Chisinau from 1 August), Brussels Airlines (to Brussels
BRU from 17 October), Bulgaria Air (linking Sofia and
Odessa from 2 February), Iraqi Airways (to Baghdad from
17 April), Jordan Aviation (to Amman from 18 March),
MyWay Airlines (to Tbilisi from 5 October), SWISS (to
Zurich from 26 March) and TAROM (connecting
Bucharest OTP and Odessa starting on 31 October).
However, in some cases new airlines have launched
multiple new routes. Ernest Airlines now operates 10
routes between Italy and Ukraine, linking five Italian
airports to Kiev IEV and Lviv. Two of these routes started
in the last fortnight while the airline’s first flight to
Ukraine was at the start of the S18 season.
And then there is Ryanair. The Irish ULCC finally
launched service to Ukraine on 3 September when it
began connecting Berlin SXF with Kiev KBP. At the start
of the W18/19 season the airline will launch a total of 11
new routes to Kiev KBP (six of which are from airports in
Poland), as well as launching its first flights to Lviv.
Ryanair will serve Lviv from five of its bases, two in
Germany (Memmingen and Weeze), two in Poland
(Krakow and Warsaw WMI) and one in the UK (London
STN). As a result, Ryanair will become the fourth biggest
airline in the Ukrainian market in November, after
Ukraine International Airlines, Turkish Airlines and Wizz
Air.
UIA serves some 60 destinations from Kiev
Ukraine International Airlines (UIA) is the dominant local
carrier having developed a significant hub operation in
recent years at Kiev KBP. This summer it serves some 60
destinations from the Ukrainian capital having added
new services to Cairo, Copenhagen, Delhi, Vinnytsia
(Ukraine) and Toronto in S18. The airline accounts for
72% of scheduled seat capacity at Kiev KBP this summer
and has so far announced plans for two further new
routes; to Sofia starting 31 March 2019 and seasonal
service to Izmir in Turkey starting 15 June 2019.
Wizz Air offers international flights from three airports
If we exclude Kiev KBP, the leading airline for
international services this summer in Ukraine was Wizz
Air, followed by UIA, LOT Polish Airlines, Turkish Airlines
and Pegasus Airlines. Wizz Air offers flights from Kharkiv,
Kiev IEV and Lviv to a total of 22 destinations in Europe,
of which three (Frankfurt, Lisbon and Tallinn) are new
for S18.

Looking ahead Wizz Air is growing its Ukrainian network
with four new routes from Kharkiv this winter (to
Gdansk, London LTN, Vienna and Wroclaw), four new
routes from Kiev IEV (Vienna starting in W18/19
followed by Billund, Bremen and Riga starting next
March) and four new routes from Lviv (Bratislava and
Vienna starting at the end of October, Frankfurt HHN in
December and Copenhagen next March).

Poland is the fastest-growing country market in 2018 Q4
among the top 15, with seats up 78%. However, Italy, UK
and Latvia are all recording year-on-year capacity growth
of at least 50% with Germany not far behind on 45%.
Conversely, Georgia (down 7%), Kazakhstan (down 19%)
and the UAE (down 12%) are all registering capacity
reductions. Turkey, the biggest country market, will see
seat capacity rise by a healthy, but below average, 12%.

Turkish Airlines serves six airports in Ukraine
The Turkish flag-carrier currently connects its main hub
at Istanbul IST with six airports in Ukraine; Kharkiv,
Kherson, Kiev KBP, Lviv, Odessa and Zaporizhia. The most
recent of these routes was to Kharkiv, which resumed
service in March 2017. Turkish Airlines had also
previously served Donetsk (until 2014), Dnepropetrovsk
(until April 2016) and Simferopol (until 2014).
Poland leads country market growth in Q4
Thanks to Ryanair’s new routes from Kiev KBP and Lviv,

Sky Express’s rapid recent growth in Greece focussed on Athens
Launched back in 2005, Sky Express (IATA code GQ)
serves the Greek domestic market. Initially using
Jetstream 31s and 41s, larger 48-seat ATR 42s joined the
fleet in 2013. Last April the airline welcomed its first 70seat ATR 72-500. Further examples of the type joined
the fleet in December 2017 and February 2018.

Express served 10 destinations from Heraklion and just
five from Athens. Even in 2015, Athens ranked just sixth
among the airline’s busiest airports and was served by
Sky Express from just three airports.

The ATR 42 fleet now numbers nine, with four such
aircraft joining the fleet in February, April, May and July
of this year, according to planesplotters.net. As a result,
the airline’s average aircraft size has almost doubled
from 29 seats per flight in 2012 to around 52 seats per
flight in 2018. Two Jetstream 41s are also still part of the
fleet.

However, in 2016 all that changed when the airline
launched a dozen new domestic routes from Athens.
This summer over 20 domestic destinations are served
from the Greek capital. As a result, by the end of 2018,
Sky Express will have operated over 28,000 domestic
flights, second only to Olympic Air (with around 55,000)
in the Greek market. Astra Airlines (around 6,300 flights),
Ryanair (just under 5,000), Ellinair (3,400) and Volotea
(2,250) also offer significant domestic services in Greece.

Athens now biggest airport

Nine new routes in last 12 months, seven from Athens

For the first 10 years of operation, the airline’s busiest
airport was Heraklion on the island of Crete. In 2010 Sky

Since last November Sky Express has launched nine new
routes of which seven have been from Athens. Corfu and
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Kos were launched last November, followed by
Alexandroupolis and Kefalonia in May, Mytilene and
Samos in mid-July and finally Lemnos, on 1 October. All
of these routes from Athens were operated 2-daily
during the peak summer season. The other two new
routes launched were between Corfu and Thessaloniki (2
-weekly from 17 April) and between Heraklion and
Zakynthos (also 2-weekly from 1 June).
Two more new routes from Athens are set to launch
shortly, with Chania (3-daily) and Ioannina (daily) both
scheduled to begin flying on 1 November. Both these
routes are already served by Aegean/Olympic.
While Sky Express currently offers no international
routes, it did serve Larnaka in Cyprus from both Athens
and Thessaloniki in S17. It also appears to have served
Bremen and Nuremberg briefly in S17 from Athens.
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